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Dear friends,

At last we seem to have summer with us; warm days, and glorious
long views down the lake and along the Jura. The right kind of weather
for a barbecue and *sing-a-long' (as on Saturday night), and for quiet
meals out on the terrace as the sun goes down. The house is full, and
filling further in the next few days, so we rejoice at the way people
pour in - and look for bedsI

You will have to wait for next week's letter for a full report of
the youth forum; we're only half way through now. But it is already
striking that a largely new team of young British have effectively
planned the session and taken on the leadership. As with the
Franco-German team for the first period, the preparations and
team-building before Caux may prove as important as what takes place
here. There has been lively discussion within this group whether the
appeal to personal values or the challenge to a world in need should
come first. The presence of a Southern Sudanese journalist who has
suffered for his beliefs, a Sri Lankan former head of UNCTAD, Maronite
Christian and Shia Muslim from the Lebanon, Alec Smith and his family,
have all helped us to stretch our hearts and minds.

Last week's letter filled up in an amazing way, and I wasn't able
to say as much as I had wanted about the content of the Nordic revue.
Last year already, I described the amusing family communication sketch,
with all the family members wearing walkmen, and a growing cacophony of
different styles of music, until a loud 'inner voice' comes over the
loud-speakers, interrupting their music, and ordering them to take
their headphones off. There is also an adaptation of a well-known
Norwegian fairy tale of three brothers, and their response to a world
that cries out to them, 'I need you'.

Some of the lyrics of the songs: 'The lie of lies: nothing can
be changed. The truth of truths: every problem has an answer. There
is always one step that you can take, the power of forgiveness^to put
right what went wrong, a chance for everyone to begin again.' 'Do you
dare to listen to the weak, you who live in comfort? Do you feel their
helplessness? Are their cries of pain like salt in your wounds? Do
you dare to call a spade a spade? To accept betrayal for what it is,
without first glancing at your party's political manifesto and saying
that wrong is right?...Only then will you be ready to step out into^a
poor and desolate world, next to Him who was born in a stable.' It s
up to you, even if you think you're too insignificant. He who gave you
life has a thrilling plan. You're important to Him.' 'The acid rain of
hate and fear...Dare I perceive the part I play in others' suffering
and need? Or do I go my happy way and feed myself upon their bread?'
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